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ON THE RADIUS OF CONVERGENCE OF THE

p-ADIG L-FUNCTION

YASUO MORITA

Introduction

In their paper [11], Kubota-Leopoldt constructed the p-adic L-function
Lp(s;χ) for each Dirichlet character χ. This function Lp(s;χ) is a mero-
morphic function on the open dies {\s — 1| < {q'W**'1^} with a possible
simple pole at s = 1. In this paper, we would like to give an answer to
the following question:

QUESTION. Why is Lp(s; χ) meromorphic only for \s — 1| < |̂ "1jp1/Cp~1>|
and how does Lp(s;χ) behave outside this open disc?

It is well-known that the p-adic exponential function exp (z) =
Σ^Lo^/n! converges exactly for \z\ < |p1/(p-1} | and satisfies the functional
equation exp (pnz) — {exp (z)}pn for any integer n I> 0. Hence exp (z) can
be extended to a multivalued analytic function on the whole plane. We
shall see in this paper that the p-adic L-function Lp(s; χ) behaves exactly
like this.

We assume that χ is primitive, χ Φ χ°and χ(— 1) = 1. Then we shall
show that (1) the p-adie L-function Lp(s; χ) can be extended to a multi-
valued analytic function on the whole plane (see § 1), but (2) Lp(s; χ) can
not be extended to a univalent analytic function on a larger domain
(see §2).

The result of Kubota-Leopoldt was generalized by several mathema-
ticians to the case of a totally real finite algebraic number field. Ac-
cordingly, we shall study the problem in this generalized case. The
results in this case is:

Let F be a totally real finite algebraic number field. Let χ be a
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character of the Galois group of a totally real finite abelian extension of

F. Let Lp(s; χ) be the p-adic L-function for the character χ. Then Lp(s;χ)

can be extended to a multivalued analytic function on the whole plane

k (see §1) and the maximal domain of analyticity for Lp(s;χ) is given

in the following manner (see § 2):

Let PTO be the cyclotomic Zp-extension of Q, and let F*, — FP^.

Let q0 be the degree of F Π PTO over Q. For each integer m, let

THEOREM. The p-adίc L-function Lp(s;χ) can be extended to a one-

valued analytic function on Dm(m ^ 0) iff L(s;πχ) = L(s;χ) holds for any

character π of the Galois group Gal (FJF) satisfying πpm = χ°. Further-

more, if m is maximum with this property, then Lp(s;χ) has no (one-

valued) analytic continuation outside Dm or Dm\{ϊ}.

Further we shall study the condition of this theorem and give an

example.

In Appendix, we shall show that the algebra of Krasner analytic

functions is integrally closed in its quotient field.

§ 1. Multivalued analytic continuation of Lp(s;χ)

Let p be a prime number, and let Qp be the p-adic number field.

Let k be an algebraically closed field containing Qp such that (1) the

p-adic absolute value of Qp can be extended to an absolute value | | of

k and (2) k is complete with respect to | |. Let Q be the algebraic

closure of the rational number field Q, and we fix embeddings of Q into

the complex number field C and our field k. For each positive integer n, let

ζn be the primitive n-th root of unity in k corresponding to exp (2τrV — 1) e C.

Let F be a totally real finite algebraic number field, M a finite cyclic

extension of F, f the conductor of M/F, (a, M/F) the Artin symbol. Let

χ be a 1-dimensional faithful character of the Galois group Gal (M/F).

For any fractional ideal α of F prime to f, let

(1.1) X(α) = x«fl, MjF)).

For any element a of Gal (MjF), let

(1.2) ζM(s;σ) =
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where α runs over all integral ideals of F prime to f satisfying (α, MjF) = σ.
It is well-known that (1) ζM(s\ σ) can be analytically continued to the
whole plane C, except a simple pole at s = 1, and (2) ζM(— n,σ) is a
rational number for any integer n >̂ 0. Let S be the set of primes of JP
above p. We define

(1.3) L(-n,χ)= Σ l(σ)ζM(-n, σ)
σGG

and

(1.4) Ls(- n, χ) = L(- n, χ) Π tt - χ<ίθ W ) •
pes

Let q denote p or 4 according a s p ^ 2 or p = 2. For each integer
rc ̂  0, let Pn be the unique subfield of Q(ζqpn) of degree pn over Q, and
put PTO = U?-i-P»- Let ί1, = FPn for ii = 0,1, , oo. Then Gal(FJF)
is topologically isomorphic to the additive group Zp of p-adic integers.
Let γ0 be a topological generator of this group.

Let F' = F(ζq), FL = F'-F». Then Gsl(F'JF) is isomorphic to the
direct product of Gal (F'/F) and Gal (FJF). Let θ and K be the characters
of Gal (F'lF) and Gal (FJF) with values in Zp such that

(1.5) σ(ζ) = C # w ' w

for any p-power root ζ of unity and σ e Gal(F'JF). We extend them to
characters of Gal(F' M/F).

Let χ be as before, and let oχ be the ring of integers of the field Qp(χ)
obtained by adjoining the values of χ to Qp. We say that χ is exceptional
if χ is a character of GaXF^/F). Then χ(γQ) is a p-power root of unity.

Coates proved the following theorem under two assumptions C(p)
and D(p) (cf. Coates-Sinnot [4], Coates [3]). Later these two assumptions
were proved by Deligne, Ribet and Cassou-Nogues (cf. Deligne-Ribet [7]>
Cassou-Nougues [2]).

THEOREM C. Let F be a totally real finite algebraic number field, and
let χ be a character of the above form. Then there exists a unique element
G(T; χ) of the quotient field of the formal power series ring oχ[[T]] with the
following properties:

(1) G(T; χ) belongs to oχ[[T]] if χ is not exceptional
(2) {χ-'OΌXl + T) - fc(γo)}G(T;χ) belongs to oχ[[T]] if χ is exceptional.
(3) Lp(s; χ) = G(fc(γo)

s - 1; χ) satisfies
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Lpi-n ύ^Lsi-n χθ1'*)

for any integer n >̂ 0.

It is easy to see from Coates' construction of G(T; χ) that we have

COROLLARY. Let χ be an exceptional character, and let ηπ = π(γo)~\

Then

G(φoy - 1; χπ) = G(VXγoy - 1; χ) .

We note that our G(T; χ) is G(T; χ-'θ) in Coates' notation.

Let θ and π be as before. Then we note that (a) θ2 is trivial iff

F 2 Q(ζq + ζ,"1) and (b) /c(γQ) = 1 modulo qpn iff F 2 PTC. We also note

that Lp(s; χ) Φ 0 iff M is totally real, and hence iff %((£)) = 1 for any ele-

ment ξ of F satisfying ξ = 1 modulo f0, where f0 is the finite part of f.

Let q0 — qpe be the greatest power of p satisfying κ(γ0) = 1 modulo

ô Hence \fc(γ0) — 1| = l̂ ol Fo r any non-negative integer m, let

(1.6) Dm = {sek\\s\< I p - ^ o - y ^ Ί }

Let <9(Dm), be the set consisting of all power series f(z) = Σ?=o ans
n(an € ^)

which converge on Dm. It is known that (P(Dm) is a domain of integrity
and Θ(Dm) is integrally closed in its quotient field *Ji(Dm).

Let

(1.7) exp (z)=Σ*L and log (z) = £ ^ ^ g ' .
0 ft! l 71

Then

LEMMA 1. Λr(τΌ)pms = exp {p™s log (/c(γ0))} is an element of Θ(Dm). Fur-

thermore the equation

TC = φo)
pms

of Tm is irreducible over ^£(Dm). Hence any root Tm of this equation

generates over Jί(Dm) a cyclic extension of degree pm.

Proof. Since exp(2;) converges exactly for \z\ < \pίμp~1)\ and since

(1.8)

the first assertion follows immediately. Furthermore it follows that κ(γQ)pe =

exp {p*s log (fc(γ0))} does not belong to (9(Dm) for any integer I < m. Since
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@(Dm) is integrally closed in Jΐ(Dm) and since κ(γo)
pβ is integral over (P(Dm),

it follows that κ(γQ)pt does not belong to ^£(Dm). Hence

Therefore, by Kummer theory, the equation in the lemma is irreducible

over Jt(Pv). Hence the lemma is proved.

Let Θ(Dm) be as in Lemma 1, let Tm be a root of the equation in

Lemma 1. Let Θ(Dm)[Tm] be the ring generated over Θ(Dm) by Tn. It is

a subring of the algebraic closure ^#(Dm) of <Jf(Dm). Then

LEMMA 2. (1) (9(Dm) can be naturally identified with the set consisting

of all power series in Tζ1 — 1 which converge for {Tζ1 — 1| < | p 1 / ( p " υ | .

(2) Φ(Dm)[Tm] can be naturally identified with the set consisting of all power

series in Tm - 1 that converge for \Tm - 1| < \pwp-»pm\m

Proof Since

(1.10) ΓJΓ = exp {pms log (κ(γ0))} = 1 + Pm log (κ(γQ))s + •

is an element of 1 + pyip-l)Zp[[pm\og{κ(γ0))p-1/{p-l)s\], there exists a formal

power series F(X) = X + e ^[[X]] such that

(1.11) pm log (κ(n))p-1/(p-l)s - F((TC - l)p-'/<p-») .

It follows that se Dm iff |ΓJΓ - 1 |< Ip1/^"1^. Hence the first assertion

follows immediately.

Since ΓJΓ - 1 = Π, (Γm - 9) = Π, {(Γm - 1) + (1 - ?)}, where 9 runs

over all p m th roots of unity, and since |1 — η\ < [^/(P-DP"] for a n y s u c h ηf

|ΓϊΓ - 1|< |P 1 / ( P " 1 } | holds iff |Γ m - 1|< |pvcp-i)p»|β Further ̂ ((ΓξΓ - l)p-1/(p-1})

can be expanded into a power series of (Γm — fyp-wwp1* with the coef-

ficients in Z p . Hence any element of &(Dm), and hence any element of

d)(Dm)[Tm], can be expressed as a power series in Tm — 1 that converges

for |T m — 1| < |pV(P-DP-μ

Let f(Tm) = Σn^o bn(Tm - I)71 be a power series of Tm - 1 that con-

verges for |ΓTO — 1| < \pί/(p-ί)pm\. Let 9 be a primitive pm th root of unity.

Then

(i.i2) f(τm) = PΣL

where
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pm β=o

= Σ bn — ι— Σ ya~β(yβτm - i)nT-A .
n=Q I p β = 0 )

Since the sum in { } of (1.13) is a polynomial in T*f, we can write it as
Σ c(

£

n)(TC - I/. Then, taking the supremum for | Tm - 1\ = r ([pVcp-Dp—»| <

r<\pί/(p-1)pm\), we obtain

(1.14) ^ M a x I cln)rpm£ \

(cf. e.g. Krasner [10], p. 138). Therefore fa(Tm) can be expressed as a power

series in T£ - 1 which converges for \T£ - 1 |< |p 1 / ( p- 1 } | . It follows from

the first assertion that fa(Tm) can be expressed as a power series in s

which converges for s e Dm. Therefore f(Tm) e &(Dm)[Tm], which completes

the proof of Lemma 2.

COROLLARY. Let f(T) = 2 a>nTn be a formal power series of T with

the coefficients in k such that \an\ <̂  1 (n = 0,1, •). Then (1) f(fc(γQ)s — 1)

is an element of Θ(DQ) and (2) f(κ(γo)
s — 1) can be extended to an element

of Θ(Dm)[Tm] for any integer m^O.

Proof. Since

— 1) is a formal power series in log(A:(7Ό))p"1/(p"1)s with p-integral

coefficients. Hence f(fc(γo)
s — 1) gives an element of @(D0).

Since f(T) is a formal power series of T with p-integral coefficients,

f(T — 1) converges for \T — 1| < 1. Hence, by the assertion (2) of Lemma

2, /(Tm - 1) is an element of Θ(Dm)[[Tm]]. Since Tm is an extension of

κ(γo)
s to an element of the algebraic closure JίiΌ^) of ^ ( D m ) , /(Γm — 1)

may be regarded as an extension of f(fc(γQ)s — 1) to an element of Jt(Dy).

Hence the corollary is proved.

Remark. Let f(Tm — 1) be as above. Then it is a root of an irreducible

monic polynomial with coefficients in Jί(Ό^). Furthermore f(fc(γo)
s — 1)

satisfies this equation for se D. In this paper, we use the word an ex-

tension in this sense (cf. Krasner [10]). It is easy to see that any exten-

sion of an element of JC{Ό^) to an element of *Jf(Dm) is unique up to

automorphisms of JtiΌ^) over
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THEOREM 1. Let the notation and assumptions be as in Theorem C.

Then we have

(1) Lp(s; χ) (χ Φ χ°) and (s - ΐ)Lp(s; χ°) are elements of Θ(D0).

(2) For each integer m^>0, Lp(s; χ) can be extended to an element of

Θ(Dm)[Tm] if χ is not exceptional.

(3) Any Lp(s; χ) with an exceptional character χ can be extended to

an element of (s — l)"1(^(Z)m)[Tτ

m] for each integer m^>0. Furthermore, if

the order of χ(γQ) is greater than pm, than Lp(s;χ) can be extended to an

element of 0(Z>w)[ΓJ.

Proof. Let G(T; χ) be as in Theorem C. If χ is not exceptional, then

G(T; χ) is an element of oz[[T]]. Hence, by the corollary to Lemma 2,

Lp(s; χ) belongs to (P(D0) and it can be extended to an element of &(Dm)[Tm]

for any integer m >̂ 0.

If χ is exceptional, then

(1.16) {χ-^oW ~ *(rd}Lp(s;χ)

belongs to Θ(D0) and it can be extended to an element of (P(Dm)[Tm] for

any integer m ^ 0. If the order of χ(γ0) is greater than pm, then

Ix(roMro) i | k(ro)Wro) - D + Mr,) -

Hence, for any Tm with \Tn - 1 |< \pw*-»pm\9 we have

(1.18) {Tm - χ(roMro)}-1 = Σ f ^ ^

Hence {χfro)"1^ - φ,)}-1 = χ(γΰ){Tm - χfroMro)}"1 is an element of

(cf. Lemma 2). Hence Lp(s; χ) can be extended to an element of Θ(Dm)[Tm]

in this case. If the order of χ(γ0) is not greater than pm, then χ(γo)
pm = 1.

Since

(1.19) (β - l) π { ί ^ - Kin)}-1 = 4ro)-ym(s -
m

is an element of 0(Dn)[Tn]9 (s - l M χ W 1 ^ - A:^0)}"1 is an element of

Θ(Dm)[Tm] because ζTm - κ(γ0) e Θ(Dm)[Tm] for any ζ. Hence Lp(s; χ) can be

extended to an element of (s — l)~ιΘ(Dm)[Tm\ in this case. Hence the

theorem is proved.

Remark. J.-P. Serre found that (s — ΐ)Lp(s; χ°) is an analytic function
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<m Do by making use of the theory of p-adic modular forms (cf. Serre

[17], p. 261). In this sense, the assertion (1) of Theorem 1 is essentially

due to Serre.

Remark. If F — Q, then we can prove this theorem also by the method

of Kubota-Leopoldt [11]. In fact, the author discovered the multivalued

analytic continuation of the p-adic L-function in this way. With a

slightly different method, L. Washington also discovered the multivalued

analytic continuation of the p-adic L-function for the case F = Q (cf.

Washington [18]).

§ 2. The domain of analyticity of Lp(s; χ)

Let D be an open subset of k. We say that D is quasi-connected iff,

for any x, y e D,

(2.1) {\z- x\\zek9zέD,\z- x\ £ \x - y\}

is a finite set. M. Krasner constructed a theory of analytic functions on

such a set (cf. Krasner [10], Robba [16], Morita [14]). Let Θ\D) be the

set consisting of all Krasner analytic functions on D. Then Θ\D) is a

^-algebra and an integral domain. Further Φ\D) is integrally closed in

its quotient field Jί\Ό) (cf. Appendix).

L e t D b e { z e k \ \ z - a\ < r) ( a e k 9 θ < r) o r {ze k \ r < \z - a\ < r'}

(a e k, 0 <^ r ^ rf). Then D is a quasi-connected set. It is known that

the set Θ(D) consisting of all Taylor or Laurent series whose coefficients

belong to k and which converge on D is an integral domain and integral-

ly closed in its quotient field Jίφ). Further Θ(D) is contained in Θ'(D),

and, if k is maximally complete, then Θ(D) — &{D). (For the relation of

Krasner analytic functions and rigid analytic spaces, see [14].)

Let D be as above, and let / be a function on D. Then we say that

/ is an analytic function if / belongs to Θ(D). Further we say that / has

no analytic continuation outside D if there exist no quasiconnected set

Π and element g of Θ'(Π) such that Π 2 D and g(z) = f{z) holds for

any point z of D.

Let exp (z) be as in § 1. Then, by making use of a p-adic analogue

of the gap theorem, P. Robba proved that exp (z) has no analytic con-

tinuation outside the open disc {ze k\\z\ < Ip1'^'"]} (cf. Robba [16], Ex-

emples 15.12). Let tc(γ0), DJjn = 0,1, •) etc. be as in § 1. Then, repeating

the proof of Lemma 1, we obtain
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LEMMA 3. (1) Lemma 1 holds even if we replace Dm by Dm\{l}.

(2) Let D be a quasi-connected set satisfying Dζ£Dm and DQD

Then the equation
m+l-

pm + i __ / \p« + i
ra + 1 — "Λ/0/

of Tm+1 is irreducible over Jlf{D). Hence any root Tm+ί of this equation

generates over Jί\Ό) a cyclic extension of degree pm+1.

Let F be a totally real finite algebraic number field. Let X = XF be

the set consisting of all characters of the Galois group of the maximal

abelian extension Fab of F over F such that its kernel corresponds to a

totally real finite algebraic number field. Then, by Theorem C, we have

the p-adic L-function Lp(s; χ) for any χeX. Let {Lp(s; χ)}χex be the vector

with Lp(s;χ) at the χ-component. Let f({Lp(s; χ)}χex) be a polynomial of

the Lp(s; χ). Let χ° be the trivial character, and let π be an exceptional

character. Then χ »-> πχ induces a permutation of X. Hence the poly-

nomial f({Lp(s; πχ)}χex) is well-defined.

Now we have the following theorem:

THEOREM 2. Let F, X,f({Lp(s;χ)}χex) be as above. Then this function

of s can be extended to an analytic function on Dm\{l} (m >̂ 0) iff

f({Lp(s; πχ)}iex) = f({Lp(s; χ)}χex)

holds for any exceptional character π satisfying πpm = χ°. Furthermore, if

m is maximum with this property, then there exists no quasi-connected set

D properly containing Dm such that f({Lp(s;χ)}χex) can be extended to an

element of 0XD\{1}).

Proof Since I/O - 1) belongs to 0(Dro\{l}), it follows from Theorem

1 that each Lp(s; χ) can be extended to an element of Φ(Dn\{l})[Tn]. Hence

f({Lp(s;χ)χex) can be extended to an element of (P(Dm\{l})[Tm].

Let G(T; χ) be as in Theorem C. Then this element of <9(Dm\{l})[Tm\

is given by f({G(Tm — 1; χ)}χeχ) Hence, in view of the theorem of identity,,

the invariance in the theorem holds iff

f({G(Tm - 1; πχ)}χsx) = f({G(Tm - 1; χ)}xex)

holds for any such characters π. Hence, by the corollary to Theorem Ĉ

this invariance holds iff f(G(Tm — l;χ)}χex) is invariant under the con-

jugations Tm -> π(γoy>Tm of Θ(Dm\{l})[Tm] over Θ(Dn\{l}). Hence the in-
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variance in the theorem is equivalent to the invariance under the auto-

morphisms Tm -> vTm(v»
m = 1) of Jt(Dm\{l})[TJ over uf (Dm\{l». By Galois

theory, this latter invariance holds iff f({G(Tm — 1; χ)}χeχ) belongs to

JV(Dn\{l}) (cf. Lemma 3). Since Θ(Dm\{l}) is integrally closed in Jί(Dm\{l})

and since f({G(Tm — l;χ)}χex) is integral over Θ(Dm\{l}), the invariance in

the theorem holds iff f({G(Tm - 1; χ)}χex) belongs to 0(DW\{1}). By the

remark before Theorem 1, this proves the first assertion.

Now we assume that m is maximum with this property. Let D be a

quasi-connected set properly containing Dm. Then ΰ Π ΰ m + 1 2 Dm. Hence,

by Lemma 3, Tm+1 generates a cyclic extension oίJί'φ Π AΛ+Λ{1}) of degree

pm+ί. Hence, repeating the above argument, we see that/({G(Tm+1 — 1; χ)}χGχ)

does not belong to Jl'φ Π Dm+1\{l}). This shows that f({Lp(s; χ)}χez) does

not belong to &(D\{1}) because 0'(£>\{1}) C Jί'φ Π Dm+ι\{l}). Hence the

theorem is proved.

Let f({Lp(s; χ)}χeχ) and m be as in Theorem 2. Then we have

proved that f({Lp(s;χ)}χex) has no meromorphic continuation outside Dm.

As for the p-adic L-function itself, we have

THEOREM 3. Let F and X be as in Theorem 2. Let χ be an element

of X. Then the p-adίc L-function Lp(s;χ) can be extended to an analytic

function on Dm\{l} (m ̂  0) iff L(s; πχ) = L(s; χ) holds for any exceptional

character π satisfying πpm = χ°. Furthermore, if m is maximum with this

property, then Lp(s;χ) has no analytic continuation outside Dm or Dm\{l}.

Proof. If χ is not χ°, then Lp(s;χ) is an element of Θ(D0) Q (9'(D0).

Let U be a quasi-connected set containing 1. Then Lp(s;χ) is analytic

on U iff Lp(s;χ) is analytic on Dr\{l} because it is analytic at 1. There-

fore, in view of Theorem 2, this theorem follows from the following lemma.

LEMMA 4. Let F and Fr be two real finite algebraic number fields.

Let χ and χ' be elements of XF and XF>. Then

holds iff

Proof. If L(s; χ) = L(s; χθ, then, taking the p-parts of both series, we

obtain
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<2.2) π (i - x(P)(Npys) = Π (i - x'(P')(Nprs),
P\P ϊ'\p

where p and pf are over prime ideals of F and Ff dividing p. Hence we

have

(2.3) «β;χ) = Mβ;Λ,

where S and S' are the sets consisting of such p and p\ By the defini-

tion of the p-adic L-functions, this implies that Lp(s;χ) and Lp(s;χ') are

equal for any integer s ^ 0 satisfying s = 1 (modulo (p — 1)) or (modulo 4)

according as p > 2 or p = 2. Since the set of such integers has an ac-

cumlation point in DO\{1}, it follows from the theorem of identity (cf.

Krasner [10]) that Lp(s;χ) and Lp(s;χ') are equal identically.

Now we assume that Lp(s; χ) = Lp(s; χ'). Then L(s; χ) — L(s; χθ holds

for any integers of the above form. By the functional equations, this

implies

(2.4)

- s) sin (-|s)}r j l (1 -

X Π (1 -

X Π (1 -
V

where α z ,α z ,eC x , bvbx,eRx, r=[F:Q], r' = [F':Q], and ί and V are
over all prime ideals of F and F'. By the Stirling formula, we obtain

r = r'. Then we divide the both sides of (2.4) by {Γ(l - s) sin ((π/2)s)}r =

{Γ(l - s) sin ((π/2)s)}r' Φ 0 and obtain

aM Π (1 - χ(}))(Nt))-) Π (1
(2.5) »es '

= αz,6
s

z, π (1 - χ Ό O W ) " ) Π (l -

Here we expand the products in both sides in Dirichlet series and take

s sufficiently near — oo. Then we see that (2.5) holds as an equality be-

tween functions of s. Hence we obtain

(2.6) αz6 z = aτ,b\,

and
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π (i - χ(t>)TO-) π (i -
(2.7) *es '

= Π (i - x'(p')(Nprs) π (i -

both as equalities between functions of s.
Let £ be any prime number different from p. Then, comparing the

coefficients of lj£ms (m — 0,1, •) of the both sides of (2.7), we obtain

(2.8) π (i - x ί Q W 1 ) - 1 = Π (i -

Hence Ls(s; χ) and Ls,(s; χ') are equal. Since S and S' are finite sets, it
is well-known that this implies L(s; χ) = L(s; χ') (for example, we can prove
it by making use of the functional equations and repeating the above
argument to the quotients of them). Restricting s to R and taking the
complex conjugation, we obtain L(s; χ) — L(s; χf). Since L(s; χ) and L(s; χ')
are analytic functions of s> this completes the proof of Lemma 4.

Remark. Let Lp(s;χ) and m be as in Theorem 3. Let n be any
integer satisfying n^ m. Then, by Theorem 1, Lp(s; χ) can be extended
to an element of Θ(Dn\{l})[Tn]. Hence there exists a polynomial f(X) =
Xk + flφ)**"1 + ••• + ak(s) e Θ(Dn\{l})[X] such that f(X) is irreducible
over Λ'(Dn\{ϊ\) and f(Lp(s; χj) = 0 for any se Dm. It is easy to see that
k = pn'm and any root of f(X) = 0 for s e Dm has the form Lp(s; πχ) with
a character π of Gsl{FnjFm). In this sense, the set {Lp(s; πχ)} consisting
of such functions gives a multivalued analytic function on Dn in the sense
of Krasner [10]. Furthermore, by Lemma 2, the parameter Tm of Lemma
1 gives a unίfomizatίon of this multivalued function.

Hereafter we are going to study the condition in Theorem 3.
Let F be a finite algebraic number field. Let χ and χ' be characters

of the Galois group of the maximal abelian extension Fab of F over F
such that the kernels of them correspond to finite extensions of F. Let
Mχ and Mx, be the corresponding fields. Hereafter in § 2, for any finite
algebraic number field N, we denote by N the Galois closure of N over Q.

Now we assume

(2.9) L(s;χ) = L(s;χ').

Then, taking the ^-part of the Dirichlet series expansions of them, we
obtain

(2.10) π (i - χ(0(tfi)-) = Π ft -
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for any prime number £, where I runs over all prime ideals of F dividing

£. Further (2.9) holds iff (2.10) holds for any prime number ί except a

finite number of exceptions. We note that (2.10) is equivalent to

(2.11) u U {W""} = U U

where the equality holds not only set theoretically but also with multi-

plicities, f(ΐ) is the residue degree of I, and ζ runs over all f(l) th roots

of unity. It follows from the density theorem that this equality implies

Mχ = Mχ,.

Since Mχ is a Galois extension of F, Gal (MJF) is a homomorphic

image of Gal (MJF). Hence χ induces a character of Gal (MJF). Since

Un*Uc{Cχ(01//(ί)} coincides with the set of eigen values of the induced

representation Ind gjft (!*/$)((£> MJQ)), where 2 is an extension of ϊ to Mx,

it follows from the density theorem that L(s; χ) = L(s; χ') holds iff Mχ =

Mχ, and I n d α J l ^ ^ χ and Ind QI\ [M^Z/FIX' are equivalent as representations

of Gal (MJQ) = Gal (Mz,/Q).

It is obvious that if L(s; χ) = L(s; χ'), then (1) L(s; χχ/;) = L(s; if)

for any character χ" of Gal (QabIQ) and (2) L(s; χa) = L(s; χ'a) for any

integer a prime to [F: Q]. On the other hand, let σ be an automorphism

of Mχ over Q satisfying Fσ = F. Let χσ(τ) = χ(σ~1τσ) for any τ e Gal (MJF).

Then L(s;χ) = L(s;χσ) holds. Hence we can construct many examples of

(2.9).

Of course, this problem is closely connected with the following well-

known problem: When do two Dedekίnd zeta functions coincide! For

example, if [Mχ: F] = \Mt,: F] = 2, then Us; χ) = L(s; χ') iff the zeta func-

tions of Mχ and Mχ, coincide. In particular, we can construct examples

other that the above type (3) (cf. Perlis [15]).

Let F9 L(s; χ), π, be as in Theorem 3. We assume that m ^ 1 and

(2.12) L(s;χ) = L(s;πχ).

Let M = Mχ and P = Pπ be the fields corresponding to ker (χ) and

ker (π). Then it follows from the density theorem that the Galois closure

M of M over Q contains P.

Let ί be a prime number such that ί remains prime in P. Then

π(ί)v/(o = π(£) i s a primitive [P: Q] th root of unity and \JUi Uc {Cχ(O1//(I)} =

Utn Uc {C^)χ(I)1//(I)}. Hence the group of [P: Q] th roots of unity acts on

the set Ui Uc {Cχ(O1//(I)} faithfully. Since this set consists of [F: Q] ele-
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ments, [Pπ:Q] divides [F: Q\.

Let £ be a prime number, and let a be the order of the group generated

by the χ(t) for l\£. Then it follows that

(2.13) U U{Cβ} = U U W)Xa).

If π(£)a is not 1, let pβ be the order of π(£). If p'3 divides /(t), then the

group of all f(ΐ) th roots of unity contains π(fi). Hence Uc {£*} = Uζ W)%a}

If p'3 does not divide /([), then the p-part of the order of π(β)a is greater

than the p-part of the order of any ζ/a (ζ/ / ( ί ) = 1). Since this contradicts

(2.13), it follows that π(£)a = 1 or the order of π(β) divides f(ϊ) for any

prime ideal ί dividing £. In particular, if I is a prime ideal of F such

that 11 i and/(I) = 1, then π(ί)a = π(£)a = 1. Since a divides [M: F], ττ(tP : F ] -

1. By the density theorem, there exists a prime ideal ί such that /(I) = 1

and τr(ί) is a primitive [FP: F] th root of unity. Since [ F P : F] = [P: Pe],

this shows that [Pπ: Pe] divides [M χ :F] .

Since there exists π such that Pπ = P m + e , we have proved

THEOREM 4. Lei F and X be as in Theorem 3. If the p-adic L-func-

tion Lp(s; χ) (χ e X) can be extended to an analytic function on Dm\{ΐ\(m ^ 0),

then (1) the Galois closure Mχ of the field Mχ corresponding to ker(χ)

contains Pm+e, (2) pm divides [Mχ: F] and (3)pm + e divides [F: Q]. Further,

if Lp(s; χ) is analytic on Dm\{l}, and if (4) Mχ does not contain Pm+e or (5)

p m + 1 does not divide [Mχ: F] or (6) p m + e + 1 does not divide [F:Q], then

Lp(slx) has no analytic continuation outside Dm or Dm\{l}.

If F = Q, then p does not divide [F: Q]. Hence

COROLLARY 1. The p-adic L-function Lp(s; χ) for a primitive Dirichlet

character χ satisfying χ Φ χ° and χ(— 1) = 1 has no analytic continuation

outside D0 = {sek\\s\< {q-'p1^-1^}.

Remark. J. Fresnel proved that the Taylor expansion of Lp(s; χ) con-

verges exactly on Do by studying the Bernoulli numbers (cf. Fresnel [8]).

If χ = χ°, then p does not divide [Mχ: F], Hence

COROLLARY 2. Let F be a totally real finite algebraic number field.

Then the-padic zeta function Lp(s;χ°) of F has no analytic continuation

outside Do or A\{1}
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EXAMPLE. Let p = 2 and P = Q(V1T). Let F be a real quadratic num-

ber field, and let M be a cyclic extension of F of order 4. We assume that

F Φ P, M 2 P, M is totally real and M is a non-abelian Galois extension

of Q. (For example, F = Q(vΊΓ) and M = Q(V(2 + VT)(3 + V~6)) satisfy

such conditions (cf. Dedekind [6].)) Let χ be a faithful character of

Gal(M/F), and let π be the Legendre character π( ) = ( /Q(VT)).

Let £ he Si prime number which is unramified in M.

If ^ remains prime in F, let ^ = I in F. Then ττ(ί) = τr((l, Af/ί1)) =

π((^ MlQ)f = π((^, P/Q))2 = 1. Hence χ(l) = /r(t)z(t). Therefore {± χ(t)} =

{± π(l)χ(ΐ)}.

If Z is decomposed in F, let ^ = Γ^ in F. Let i = 1 or 2. If τr(]Q =

ττ(Z) = 1, then {χ(O, χ(ί2)} - WQχίQ, π{l2)χ{l2)Y If ^ ) - (̂Z) = - 1, then Z,

remains prime in F(\/~2)/F. Since Gal(M/F) is a cyclic group, lt remains

prime in M/F. Hence χ(Q = χ((ϊiy M/F)) is a primitive fourth root of

unity. Since M is not an abelian extension of Q, the non-trivial auto-

morphism of F over Q acts non-trivially on Gal(M/F). Hence (lu MjF) Φ

(t2, M/F). Therefore χ((ΐl9 M/F)) Φ χ((l2, M/F)). Therefore χ(Q - ^ ^ 0

and χ(ld = π(l2)χ{l2). Hence {̂ (t,), χ(ϋ} = WQχίϊλ ^QχίQ}.

Therefore ΠΪK (1 - χ(0(^0"0 = Πu< (1 ~ ^(0z(0(M)-5) holds if Z is un-

ramified in M. Therefore L(s; χ) = L(s; πχ). By Theorem 3, Lp(s; χ) is an

analytic function on Dx. Furthermore, since [F: Q] — 2, Lp(s; χ) has no

analytic continuation outside A We note that D1 = {sek\\s\< | jp"1g"1p1/(p"1) |}

and F Π P = Q in this case.

Appendix

Let k be an algebraically closed field with a non-trivial non-archi-

medean valuation | |. We assume that k is complete with respect to this

valuation. Let D be a quasi-connected set in k or P\k), and let &{Ώ)

be the β-algebra of Krasner analytic functions on D. Since Θ'(D) is a

domain of integrity, we denote by Jίf(Ό) the quotient field of Θ\D). Then

THEOREM. Θ\D) is integrally closed in Jί\D).

Proof. Let / be an element of Jl'iJJ) which is integral over Θ\D).

Then there are elements g, h, al9 , an of Θ'{D) such that h Φ 0, / = g/h,

and
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It is known that Dx = {ze D\h(z) Φ 0} is quasi-connected and ljh is a
Krasner analytic function on Dx (cf. Krasner [10], p. 156).

Let x be a point of D such that h(x) = 0. Since h Φ 0, it follows
from the theorem of identity that there exists a ball B such that x e B,
B Q D and {ze B\h(z) — 0} = {x}. By the definition of Krasner analytic
functions, there exists a ball Br such that x e B', Br C JB, and g, h, au , αn

are analytic elements on B\ Then the restrictions of g, h, au , an are
given by convergent power series. Since

g* = - h{a,gn-1 + α 2 r ~2h + • + α ^ " 1 ) ,

we see that g has a zero at z = x and the order of zero of g at z = x is
not smaller than the order of zero of h at z — x. Hence there exists a
ball B" = JB"(x) such that x e F ' , the diameter of J3" belongs to \kx\, and
/ = g/h is given by a convergent power series on B". Then the restric-
tion of / to B" is an analytic element. By the definition of Krasner
analytic functions, / is a Krasner analytic function on D x U U* B"(x) = D.
Hence the theorem is proved.
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